
Perfecting Your Virtual
Presence With Your Audience

Presented by Greg Justice

Greg Justice is a nationally known workshop facilitator and executive coach who
teaches others to use acting techniques to improve both live and virtual
presentation and communication skills. Greg has presented workshops, been a
key-note speaker and trainer to corporations, business and service organizations,
government agencies, universities, and civic groups for over 25 years. He has
conducted presentations for Pfizer Pharmaceuticals, Ingersoll Rand, and Roche
Diagnostics - just to name a few.
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How Actors Command and Keep Their Audiences

The Warm up
The Unnoticed Warm ups

Preparation
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Passion and Energy
The Dr. Fox Experiment

The Key Ingredient to a Good Presentation, Professional Training Session, or Sales Pitch

50% Physical
40% Vocal
10% The Words
Prove this research

The Non-Verbal Agenda in Effective Business Communication - The Scary Statistics We Deal With In Communication

Phone Interviews lose all physical communication 50%
Text Messages/IMs lose all physical communication 50% and vocal Communication 40%
Online/Zoom interviews take away 70% of the human body so physical communication is limited 
Using your facial muscles
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Physical Techniques

Define the two zones
Examine how our culture spends too much time in the negative energy zone
Extending the Positive/Negative Energy Zones to sitting, standing, walking

Working in the Positive vs. Negative Energy Zones

CMR Institute -  Fast, Effective Training When you Need It Most.

At CMR Institute, we partner with real-world training experts to develop customizable learning pathways that meet your
unique training needs. Our training library is updated regularly and vetted by industry-leading experts to ensure your
teams have the knowledge they need to connect with your customers. Learn how our customizable learning pathways
can improve your team's customer relationships and drive performance. Contact CMR today.
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Avoid physical obstacles between you and your targets of communication 

We are great at reading body language
We are quick to make judgments on individuals due to our interpretation of body language

Making an Entrance

Vocal Technique

Placement of the most important words in a sentence
Learning to increase vocal energy as you speak through a sentence

Negative Vocal Energy

Not increasing volume
Increasing vocal energy

Do NOT look at the screen – The camera is your best friend

Acting for the Camera Technique #1 for the Business Professional 
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